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Diary of a Minecraft Zombie Book 12
Meet Jasper, he's a Creeper. Have you ever wondered what a day in the life of a
Creeper would look like? Well, Jasper gives us a sneak peek into the daily life of a
Creeper and all of the crazy adventures Creepers go through in order to NOT blow
things up!

Zombie Swap
It's Friday the 13th and Herobrine is on a mission to destroy Steve and All of
Minecraft. But can Zombie and his friends help Steve overcome this epic battle?
Or, will they get in even more trouble as they embark on another hilarious
Minecraft adventure? Jump into this Zany Minecraft Adventure and Find Out

Diary of a Minecraft Deadpool
Have you ever wondered what life is like for a Minecraft Zombie? Humans only
know so much about mob life Keep reading the diary of Zack Zombie to find out
more! Scare-cation is over and Zombie is back at Scare School. But this time he is
in eighth grade and his thirteenth birthday is coming up! And teenage life is tough!
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Join Zack in the next three books of this best-selling series as he tries to up his
scare game, throw a killer Halloween birthday party and prevent a Zombie
apocalypse, all while trying to be the coolest mob kid in town. Includes: Book 8:
Back to Scare School Book 9: Zombie's Birthday Apocalypse Book 10: One Bad
Apple

Diary of a Minecraft Slime
"Did you ever want to know why Enderman sneak around and move your stuff
when you're not looking? Or, did you ever wonder where Enderman truly came
from? But most importantly, are Endermen really a hostile mob or are they totally
misunderstood? Well now you can find the truth about Endermen by taking a sneak
peek into the Diary of a real live Enderman!"--page [4] of cover.

Diary of a Minecraft Alex
Minecraft
"This unofficial Minecraft novel is an original work of fan fiction which is not
sanctioned nor approved by the makers of Minecraft."--Title page verso.
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Diary of a Minecraft Herobrine Vol.1
Diary of a Wimpy Ender Dragon Yes, there's a dragon in Minecraft but he lives all
alone in the mysterious End realm. If you've always wondered what goes on in the
head of the lonely Ender Dragon, then the Diary of a Wimpy Ender Dragon will be
perfect for you. Join Ander as he gives you glimpse into his lonely, hectic life. Life
isn't easy when you are the only dragon in Minecraft and the Diary of a Wimpy
Ender Dragon highlights this and more. Uncover the secrets of the Minecraft
dragon and get to know how he deals with pesky players who are always looking to
kill him. Find out more about this unique dragon today. Get your copy now!

Diary of a Minecraft Zombie
Minecraft: Diary of a Wimpy Kid Want to find out what Wimpy Kid is up to? He had
to do some fair share of chores and a few things more in order to get one of the
most awesome presents he had ever get from his parents - his own copy of
Minecraft. He is expecting the ultimate fun, but what he didn't expect was playing
the game while actually being IN THE GAME. Everything changes when he finds a
little block and gets it in his computer. The mysterious block made entering the
game possible and that is when the true adventure starts for our Wimpy Kid.
Fighting off a few Zombies won't be his greatest trouble. How will he get back
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home and how will he manage to survive his first night in the game?

Diary of a Minecraft Zombie #25: Mission Possible
You ain't never read a Minecraft book like this one! Meet a pig called Wimpy Piggy!
Cool pigs might bully Wimpy. And Farmer G. might not like Wimpy very much. Why
would he? Wimpy eats more carrots than any other pig in all of Minecraft! But it
doesn't matter because Wimpy Piggy has one true friend - Bagley. That is until
everything changes, and Bagley gets struck by lightning That's right! Poor Bagley
turns into a Zombie Pigman. Now Wimpy Piggy must do what no other Minecraft
pig has ever done! He must reach the Nether to find his only friend and cure him
An incredible Minecraft adventure is about to begin!

Diary of a Minecraft Zombie Book 1
Have you ever wondered what life is like for a Minecraft Zombie? After Steve and
Zombie accidentally launch a prototype display rocket and get sucked through a
wormhole (it's a long story), they are relieved to land safely back in the Overworld.
However, nothing is as it seems. Zombie's dad is organised, his mum is scatty, he
is allowed to stay up all day and the Humans are scaring the mobs! Could they be
in a parallel universe?! Will they ever get homeor will this alternate reality be too
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much fun to leave?

Diary of a Minecraft Zombie Book 2
It's summer vacation, and Jasper the creeper is heading to the forest biome with
his family for a camping holiday. But Jasper is not happy. That's because he's
experiencing the gut wrenching pain that comes fromHis first crush! Not only that,
but there is a huge monster that Jasper needs to battle in order to win the heart of
the girl of his dreams.

Diary of a Minecraft Zombie
From The Makers of Diary of a Minecraft Zombie. Did You Ever Want to Know About
The Secret Life of Creepers? Well, meet JasperHe's a Creeper. If you've ever
wondered what a day in the life of a Creeper would look like, Jasper gives us a
never before, sneak peek into his secret diary.

Minecraft: Diary of a Minecraft Villager
Ever wonder what it would be like to be a Minecraft Villager? In this hilarious
Minecraft adventure series, we get to read the diary of a Minecraft Villager. Are
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Villagers really different from us? You'll be surprised at what you discover. So,
jump into this Minecraft adventure and find out! Diary of a Minecraft Villager is a
must-read for any kid who loves Minecraft. Kids ages 7+ can't wait to jump into to
these Minecraft adventures!

Diary of a Minecraft Zombie Book 18
When a zombie apocalypse is unleashed on the village, Alex just might be in for
more than she ever bargained for Alex is a headstrong young woman who prefers
to be left alone, but whether she would like to admit it or not, a chance meetup
with a spunky stranger named Steve is about to chip away at her tough exterior.
When Steve recounts the story of the wicked Herobrine's curse on the village and
implores her to help, stubborn Alex dismisses the tale as nonsense. Little does she
know that Herobrine's curse is very real and is about to turn her world upside down
in a way she never would have dreamed possible. Will Alex join Steve in a quest to
save the village? Is it even possible to save the village from this terrible curse? You
will have to read "Herobrine's curse" to find out! Herobrine's Curse is an engaging
good read that will have any young Minecraft fan absorbed in the book from
beginning to end.

Diary of a Minecraft Half Zombie (Minecraft Illustrated Novel)
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12 year old Zombie is back for another hilarious and exciting adventure as he
stands up to the Minecraft mob bullies in his middle school.

Diary of a Minecraft Zombie Book 3
Minecraft: Diary of A Minecraft Herobrine Book 1: Herobrine's Awakening Minecraft:
Diary of A Minecraft Herobrine Book 2: The Quest to Find the Secret Minecraft:
Diary of A Minecraft Herobrine Book 3: Time to Go Further

Diary of a Minecraft Creeper Book 1
Have you ever wondered what life is like for a Minecraft Zombie? Zombies dad
needs an important package from the Nuclear Waste Plant delivered on the hushhush. Zombie is looking to make some pocket money, so he volunteers. But when
some rotten mobs start to take an interest in the package, Zombie realises this is
no ordinary delivery run. Can Zombie deliver the package in one piece or will his
mission be impossible?

Diary of a Minecraft Noob
Diary of a Minecraft Zombie (Book 2): The Amazing World Told by a Minecraft
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Zombie Kid (Books For Kids) Brains, Bones, and Alex manage to get home through
The Nether portal. As they're deciding what to do about the humans left behind, a
pig-man chasing a human comes through the portal. This is only the beginning as
the rest of the enemies, from The Nether, enter and start destroying the world the
group hold dear. After dealing with the enemies, the group must rebuild the world
that was once full of mountains and green pastures and clear seas.The world is in
ruins and may be beyond saving, so the group comes up with a solution which may
allow them to rebuild; they build a creation which will take them further than ever
before.Book two of 'Diary of a Minecraft Zombie' shows the group at their lowest
and highest and will leave you wondering what will become of Brains and his
friends. Scroll Up and Click on "buy now with 1-Click" to Download Your Copy Right
Now * * * * * * * * * *Tags: diary of a minecraft zombie, diary of a minecraft,
minecraft books, diary, minecraft steve, jokes for kids, books for kids

Diary of a Minecraft Pig
Zombie finally made it through 7th gradeAnd he even made it through one really
crazy summer! But will Zombie be able to survive through the first weeks of being
an 8th grader in Mob Scare School?

Adventures of a Slime: An Unofficial Minecraft Diary
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Just when Zombies life seems to be getting back to normal, it gets turned upsidedown again. Adorable little gnomes are appearing on everyones lawns, but nobody
knows where they came from or why theyre there. But they seem pretty cute, so
Zombie doesnt mind. At the same time, people are mysteriously vanishing into thin
air and no-one knows where theyve gone. Can Zombie and his friends uncover
where the gnomes are from? Will they find out where people are vanishing to? Will
they be able to discover whats going on before its too late?

Back to Scare School
Deadpool hates Minecraft!!!You heard that right! Deadpool and Minecraft are no
perfect match. After all, theMerc with a Mouth is no builder, and seeing that there
is no Wi-Fi anywhere in theworld of Minecraft, how can Deadpool amuse himself?
His only other hobby is toshoot with both his guns and chop guys upWell, you
guessed it. He'll do exactly that!Zombies? Creepers? Prepare the katanas, because
Deadpool is no Minecraft Noob!In fact, he is the one who'll do the creeping! After
all, nothing can stop the smellyhero from leaving, not even meeting Minecraft
legend Herobrine and discoveringhis greatest Minecraft creation: Deadtown. But
Deadtown wasn't built without aprice, and Deadpool might have to uncover its
mystery to escapePerfect for any fan of Deadpool or Minecraft, this totally
unofficial but whollyhilarious Minecraft book will keep you on the edge of your seat
till the lastpage! Read for FREE with Kindle Unlimited.
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Diary of a Minecraft Zombie Book 13
Diary of a Wimpy Ender Dragon Yes, there's a dragon in Minecraft but he lives all
alone in the mysterious End realm. If you've always wondered what goes on in the
head of the lonely Ender Dragon, then the Diary of a Wimpy Ender Dragon will be
perfect for you. Join Ander as he gives you glimpse into his lonely, hectic life. Life
isn't easy when you are the only dragon in Minecraft and the Diary of a Wimpy
Ender Dragon highlights this and more. Uncover the secrets of the Minecraft
dragon and get to know how he deals with pesky players who are always looking to
kill him. Find out more about this unique dragon today. Get your copy now!

Minecraft: Diary of a Minecraft Wither Skeleton
Attack of the Gnomes
There's a new kid at Zombie's middle school and everyone thinks he is so cool. But,
is this new Mob kid as cool as everyone thinks he is, or is he really a Minecraft Wolf
in Sheep's clothing?

Minecraft: Diary of a Wimpy Ender Dragon
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Find out what happens as 12 year old Zombie has to pretend to be human and
Steve pretends to be a zombie.

Minecraft
Zombie is back from his SCARE-cation to the Jungle Biome with an unwanted
souvenir Hes swapped bodies with his Human friend, Steve! Zombie just needs to
survive in his Human body until the next full moonbut he has to get used to having
eyeballs, a nose, and guts that dont hang out. On top of all that, the biggest event
of the year at Human School is coming upa Minecraft death match where winning
makes you the most popular kid at school! Will an unlikely friendship show Zombie
that its whats on the insidenot just rotten guts, maggots and mouldthat counts?!

Diary of a Minecraft Creeper Book 1
You've heard of Zombies, Skeletons, Creepers, Endermen, but you've never heard
of the Half Zombie. This, totally real, diary was written by Chewy Walker. Chewy
Walker has always been different. He's been a nerd, an outcast and of course a
half zombie. But today, all of that is going to change. Chewy is going on a journey
to become a full blown zombie.He'll meet wacky friends, and even wackier
enemies. With mind blowing twists, and pants pooping hilarious moments, this is
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one Minecraft book you do NOT want to miss. Check out one of the most exciting
Minecraft books on the market and get ready to go on one epic journey.What
People are Saying about Diary of a Half Zombie: "One of the coolest illustrated
Minecraft book I've ever read." -Random Guy on The Street"Wow. I never enjoyed a
Minecraft novel this much!: D" -KiraPatton on Wattpad"I died
laughing"-Casekeepers on Wattpad (RIP)"This is really good"-Worldango on
Wattpad"This is the first minecraft fanfic i read and I enjoy it! The plot is really
good. I never really thought about zombies being a half zombie. And you're doing a
great job."-Potatos_Rulez on WattpadDisclaimer: This book is an unofficial
Minecraft fanfiction. It is not endorsed, authorized, sponsored, licensed or
supported by Mojang AB, Microsoft Corp. or any other entity owning or controlling
rights to the Minecraft name, trademarks or copyrights. Tags: Minecraft, zombies,
mobs, spider, Enderman, Minecraft creeper, computer games, gamer, xbox,
adventure story, zombie, Minecraft Steve, unofficial minecraft book, minecraft
book, children's book, children story, adventure story, minecraft secrets, crafting,
minecraft handbook, miner, herobrine, building tips, trapped in minecraft,
minecraft jokes, enderspider, enderdragon, minecraft skeleton, Minecraft story
mode, choose your own adventure, picture book, illustrations, game guide, wimpy
villager, wimpy middle school, half zombie, two faced zombie, diary kitten, cuusoo,
capes, evil minecraft, minecraft seeds, gold sword, gravel, great seeds, diary of a
wimpy kid,
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Minecraft: Diary of a Wimpy Minecraft Kid
What kind of crazy adventures can happen on a Zombie scarecation? Imagine a
Zombie amusement park full of fun and excitement for all types of Minecraft Mobs
- that comes with its own Haunted House! Get Your Copy Today and join the fun!

Diary of a Minecraft Zombie: the Mouldy Mega Book 3
Ever wondered how the life of a Minecraft Slime would be?In this book, you will
meet a Minecraft Slime and get to know if slimes are any different than us. Do they
have a heart? Do they have feelings? Well, only a slime could answer this question!
If you are a Minecraft fanatic, you would definitely want to know more about what
it takes to be a Minecraft slime. This diary written by a Minecraft Slime will help
you uncover the many secrets and mysteries related to the Slime's life.

Diary of a Minecraft Zombie Book 1
2 Stories in one book with action-packed scenes and adventures! Book 1: Lupus
has been struggling in the pack he lives. The dens are being destroyed by
mysterious creatures, he has seen sheep on the other side of the canyon, and the
pack is pressuring him to provide a solution and food to survive. Starvation is near,
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villagers with guns are merciless. Will Lupus find a way to provide his pack the
necessary means to survive? Read all about it in the Minecraft diary he kept. Book
2: This is what the king's messenger told him. Wesley was a rebel, he was
someone who wouldn't bow to the oppressive rules the dictator imposed upon his
village. And because of that, he was banished. He was forgotten, but little did they
realize that he would return. Read about betrayal, revolution, and a sincere desire
to liberate the people from tyranny in this book about a Minecraft warrior.
Keywords: Minecraft books, Minecraft book, Minecraft journal, Minecraft journals,
Minecraft Diaries, Minecraft Diary, Minecraft Wolf story, Minecraft wolf diary,
Minecraft wolf, Minecraft wolf diaries, Minecraft wolf diaries, Minecraft wolf stories,
Minecraft wolf book, Minecraft wolf books, Minecraft wolves book, Minecraft wolves
books, Minecraft warrior

Diary of a Minecraft Zombie Book 4
Zombie Has Discovered New and Amazing Creatures in the Minecraft World called
Pixelmon! Except little by little the Pixelmon are disappearing and nobody knows
why. Can Zombie, Steve and their Minecraft friends save the Pixelmon from utter
extinction?

Diary of a Minecraft Zombie Book 9
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Read this humorous, illustrated chapter-book diary to discover how one
determined little Minecraft slime cube overcomes all obstacles to realize his
greatest dream! What does Minecraft slime cube Slibertius—known as Bert—dream
of becoming? The best fashion designer in the entire Overworld! But it’s no easy
feat to dress cubes that don’t have arms or legs. In the pages of this unofficial
Minecraft illustrated diary, you’ll read about this and other obstacles Bert must
overcome in pursuit of his dream, including some dangerous spiders and a witch
who drives a hard bargain.

Diary of a Minecraft Zombie Book 11
A twelve-year-old Minecraft zombie and his family go to their family reunion.

Minecraft - Diary of a Minecraft Ender Dragon
Join Steve as he embarks on his greatest adventure yet: the Minecraft Battle
Royale! That's right, the legend finds himself trapped in the Fortnite Battle Royale
mode, where he'll have to battle against the entire Monster School: zombie,
creeper, skeleton, enderman and others! Now Steve will see if he really is the best
player in Minecraft, Fortnite, or anywhere else for that matter! To find out, he'll
have to make alliances with some players, and take down the rest. All to win the
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mystery prize of great power. And who is the curious and powerful Herman - the
organizer who set up the whole thing? Well, to find out, you'll have to help Steve
by making the right choice. That's right! The story changes based on the choices
you make.It's all in your hands now, so decide wisely!

Diary of a Minecraft Enderman Book 1
Zombie has to deal with one of the biggest challenges he has ever faced in his
preteen life His feelings! Zombie is going through some really weird changes.
Weirder than a 13 year old Minecraft Zombie is used to. It's all because of these
crazy things that are causing all kinds of havoc in his lifeHis feelings! Will Zombie
be able to get a grip? Or will his pre-teen angst get the better of him? Jump Into
this Zany Minecraft Adventure and Find Out!

Diary of a Minecraft Zombie Book 10
Ever wonder what it would be like to be a Minecraft Wither Skeleton? In this
hilarious Minecraft adventure series, we get to read the diary of a Minecraft Wither
Skeleton. Are Wither Skeletons really different from us? You'll be surprised at what
you discover. So, jump into this Minecraft adventure and find out! Diary of a
Minecraft Wither Skeleton is a must-read for any kid who loves Minecraft. Kids ages
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7+ can't wait to jump into to these Minecraft adventures!

Diary of a Minecraft Zombie
It's Halloween and it's Zack the Zombie's Birthday! But there's a Zombie
Apocalypse Happening that May Totally Ruin his Birthday party! But, will Zack and
his friends be able to stop the Zombie Apocalypse so that they can finally enjoy
some cake and cookies at Zack's Birthday Bash?

Diary of a Minecraft Creeper
"Join 12 year old zombie and all of his school friends, as they prepare to go on a
spring break "scarecation." What kind of crazy adventures can happen on a
Zombie scarecation? Imagine a Zombie amusement park full of fun and excitement
for all types of Minecraft Mobs - including a Mob Haunted House!"--Page 4 of cover.

Diary of a Minecraft Zombie #22: Through the Wormhole
From Amazon #1 Bestselling Minecraft Author LIMITED-TIME SPECIAL: Get The
Audiobook FREE! Only for a limited time you can get the FREE audiobook version of
the Amazon #1 Bestselling Diary of a Steve! with your purchase of the Amazon
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Kindle version. Amazon International #1 Bestseller! If you are a Minecraft fanatic,
you would definitely want to know more about Steve and his life. Find the answers
to all your questions and explore the life of Steve in his Diary. This diary written by
Steve will help you uncover the many secrets and mysteries related to Steve's life.
*** Read It FREE With Kindle Unlimited Or Prime Membership *** Don't have
kindle? No worries! Read it on your PC, Mac, Tablet Or Smartphone! *** Download
Your Copy Or Read It FREE With Kindle Unlimited Or Prime Membership Buy Diary
of a Steve for your young Minecrafters right now and get the FREE audiobook to
start reading today before this outstanding 2-for-1 deal expires!

Diary of a Minecraft Zombie Apocalyptic Collection
Zombie, Steve and their friends, must visit the Ocean monument to help prevent
Minecraft from being plunged into the depths of the sea. But it won't be easy. He'll
have to battle some of the weirdest undersea hostile mobs ever, in order to save
the day.
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